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Abstract—Smart grid has recently emerged as the next generation of power grid due to its distinguished features, such as distributed
energy control, robust to load ﬂuctuations, and close user-grid interactions. As a vital component of smart grid, demand response can
maintain supply-demand balance and reduce users’ electricity bills. Furthermore, it is also critical to preserve user privacy and cyber
security in smart grid. In this paper, we propose an efﬁcient privacy-preserving demand response (EPPDR) scheme which employs
a homomorphic encryption to achieve privacy-preserving demand aggregation and efﬁcient response. In addition, an adaptive key
evolution technique is further investigated to ensure the users’ session keys to be forward secure. Security analysis indicates that
EPPDR can achieve privacy-preservation of electricity demand, forward secrecy of users’ session keys, and evolution of users’ private
keys. In comparison with an existing scheme which also achieves forward secrecy, EPPDR has better efﬁciency in terms of computation
and communication overheads, and can adaptively control the key evolution to balance the trade-off between the communication
efﬁciency and security level.
Index Terms—Smart grid, Demand response, Privacy-preserving, Forward secrecy, Key evolution.
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I NTRODUCTION

R

ECENTLY, smart grid has emerged as a promising solution to the next generation power grid system [1].
It utilizes information and communications technology to
gather and act on information, such as information about
the behaviors of suppliers and consumers, in an automated
fashion to improve the reliability, efﬁciency, economics, and
sustainability of the generation and distribution of electricity
[2]. One appealing feature of smart grid is demand response
(DR), which can assist users to use energy efﬁciently and
transfer non-emergent power demand from on-peak time to
off-peak time [3]. DR can also bring various beneﬁts to users.
For example, users can reduce their electricity expenditure by
matching the operation time of different electric appliances
in their places to the period with the cheapest price. To
enable the above characteristics of DR, it often relies on a
control center to implement real-time management of users’
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electricity demand through the communications between the
control center and smart meters installed in users’ homes.
As smart grid is closely related to people’s daily lives,
to resolve the security and privacy concerns in smart grid
is crucial [4], [5]. Note that in the smart grid networks,
adversaries might eavesdrop the communication between users
and control center and identify the users’ electricity demand.
With this information, they are able to track learn about the
users’ habits or lifestyles [6]. Moreover, adversaries might
compromise the smart meters and further obtain stored secret
information such as their session keys and private keys [7].
To preserve user privacy and cyber security, DR should not
only provide privacy-preservation of electricity demand, but
also mitigate the damage caused by the exposure of secret
keys stored on the smart meters.
Among many security and privacy requirements for protection of electricity demand and response messages in smart
grid, forward secrecy is extremely important since cryptographic computations, e.g. encryption, signature and authentication, are often carried out on the insecure smart meters [8].
In a scheme with forward secrecy, secret keys are evolved at
regular time periods. Exposure of a secret key corresponding to
a given time period does not enable an adversary to break the
scheme for any prior time period [9]. To improve the security
level of smart meters, forward secrecy should be considered.
Despite its importance, forward secrecy has not been well
studied in smart grid due to the complexity of smart grid
communication. Existing schemes mainly focus on achieving
conﬁdentiality and integrity of communication, and mutual
authentication among different entities [10], [11]. The ﬁrst
attempt to achieve forward secrecy of users’ session keys in
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smart grid was studied in [12]. However, since it adopts RSA
public key algorithm and Difﬁe-Hellman exchange protocol
to evolve the session key as an effort to ensure forward
secrecy, the computation and communication overheads are
heavy, thereby making it impractical. In addition, the private
keys of users should be evolved since they could also be
compromised [8]. However, frequently evolving session keys
and private keys will lead to heavy communication overhead;
nevertheless, sparsely evolving session keys and private keys
will degrade the security level. Therefore, it is challenging
to develop a key evolution algorithm which can achieve both
efﬁciency and security level.
In this paper, we propose an Efﬁcient Privacy-Preserving
Demand Response scheme with adaptive key evolution, named
EPPDR. This work extends our previous research [6] in improving the preliminary demand response scheme for achieving adaptive key evolution. The security and performance of
EPPDR are extensively analyzed. Speciﬁcally, the contributions of this paper are twofold.
•

•

Firstly, we propose the novel EPPDR scheme that
employs the homomorphic encryption [13] to achieve
privacy-preserving demand aggregation and efﬁcient response. The security analysis demonstrates that EPPDR
can achieve privacy-preservation of electricity demand,
forward secrecy of users’ session keys, and evolution of
users’ private keys.
Secondly, we compare EPPDR with an existing scheme
[12] which also achieves forward secrecy. The comparison results demonstrate that EPPDR is more efﬁcient in
terms of computation and communication overheads. In
addition, EPPDR can adaptively control the key evolution to balance the trade-off between the communication
efﬁciency and security level.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
present the related works in Section 2. In Section 3, we formalize the network model, the security model and the design
goal. In Section 4, we review the homomorphic encryption,
the bilinear pairing and identity-based signature. Then, we
propose the EPPDR scheme in Section 5, followed by the
security analysis and the performance evaluation in Section 6
and Section 7, respectively. Finally, we draw our conclusions
in Section 8.

2

R ELATED

WORKS

In this section, we review and discuss three techniques:
homomorphic encryption, forward secrecy and key evolution
which are closely related to the proposed scheme in this paper.
Homomorphic encryption can achieve certain algebraic operations on the plaintext to be performed directly on the ciphertext and has been used in many data aggregation schemes [14],
[15]. Theses schemes are very promising and have triggered
considerable following research work [10], [16], [11] in smart
grid. Li et al. [10] present a distributed incremental data
aggregation approach. To protect user privacy, homomorphic
encryption is used to secure the data en route. Seo et al. [16]
propose a secure and efﬁcient power management mechanism
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leveraging a homomorphic data aggregation and capabilitybased power distribution. The proposed mechanism enables
to gather the power demands of users securely. Lu et al.
[11] propose a privacy-preserving aggregation scheme for
secure and efﬁcient smart grid communications. It realizes
multi-dimensional data aggregation approach based on the
homomorphic Paillier cryptosystem. Those schemes assume
that the session keys between home area network (HAN)
users and building area network gateway (BG) are unchanged.
However, once an adversary A compromises the session keys,
A can decrypt any previous response message.
Forward secrecy is a property that ensures that the messages
of prior time period are conﬁdential even if the current time
period’s key has been compromised [9]. Kate et al. [17]
present an improved forward secrecy scheme for onion routing anonymity networks, Its computation and communication
overheads are signiﬁcantly less compared with the previous
schemes. Chen et al. [18] propose an efﬁcient approach
to establish security links in wireless sensor networks. The
proposed scheme only requires small memory size and can
achieve forward secrecy. Forward secrecy can be implemented
by key evolution technique which generates the new keys
based on the old ones. Liu et al. [19] propose a key evolution
technique for sensor networks. The technique can ensure
forward secrecy and achieve viable trade-offs between security
and resource consumption. Libert et al. [20] propose the
key evolution systems in untrusted update environments. The
systems implement an efﬁcient generic construction and can
be extended a forward-secure public key encryption scheme.
Although the importance of forward secrecy and key evolution,
how to design a data aggregation scheme with forward secrecy
of session keys and the evolution of users’ private keys in
smart grid is a challenging issue. Fouda et al. [12] proposed a
lightweight message authentication scheme achieving forward
secrecy. Speciﬁcally, in the proposed scheme, the HAN users
can achieve mutual authentication with BG. Detailed security
analysis shows that the proposed scheme can satisfy conﬁdentiality, data integrity, authenticity and forward secrecy. Since
the scheme adopts RSA public key signature algorithm and
Difﬁe-Hellman exchange protocol to evolve the session keys
between HAN users and BG, the computation and communication overheads are heavy. In this paper, we will design
an efﬁcient demand response scheme with forward secrecy of
session keys. Based on the non-interactive property of identitybased cryptography, we will propose an adaptive key evolution
technique to evolve the session keys in batch mode. Our
approach can achieve lower computation and communication
overheads compared with the scheme in [12]. In addition, our
approach can also achieve the evolution of users’ private keys.

3
3.1

MODELS AND DESIGN GOAL
Network Model

As shown in Fig. 1, network model for smart grid is divided
into a number of hierarchical networks comprising control
center (CC), building area network (BAN) and home area
network (HAN). The CC covers n BANs. For the sake of
simplicity, we assume each BAN comprises m HANs. Each
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HAN is assigned a smart meter enabling an automated, twoway communication between the CC and the HAN user.
Meantime, each BAN is equipped with a gateway (GW).
Communication between a HAN user and the BAN GW
(BG) is through relatively inexpensive WiFi technology, i.e.,
within the WiFi coverage of the BG, each HAN user can
directly communicate with the BG. For the HAN user who
is beyond the coverage of the BG, communication has to be
done in multiple hops. However, since the distance between a
BG and the CC is far away, the communication between a BG
and the CC is through either wired links or any other links
with high bandwidth and low delay.

BGn
BANn
Control Center (CC)

BAN2
BAN1

BG2

BG 1

WiFi Connection
Information Flows

HAN1
HAN2

HANm

•

3.3

Evolution of users’ private keys: The evolution of users’
private keys should be achieved, i.e., if an adversary A
compromises any previous private key of a HAN user, A
cannot use it currently or in the future.
Design Goal

Under the above models, our design goal is to develop an
efﬁcient privacy-preserving demand response scheme with
adaptive key evolution. Speciﬁcally, the following three desirable objectives will be achieved.
• The proposed scheme should achieve efﬁcient forward
secrecy, i.e., evolution of users’ session keys should be
cost-effective in terms of computation and communication overheads.
• The proposed scheme should achieve adaptively key
evolution, i.e, BG can adaptively control the frequency
of key evolution by considering the balance of security
level and communication efﬁciency.
• The proposed scheme should achieve the privacypreservation of electricity demand, the demand’s source
authentication and data integrity, the conﬁdentiality of the
response messages.

4

PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we review the homomorphic encryption, the
bilinear pairing and identity-based signature, which will serve
as the basis of the proposed EPPDR scheme.

Fig. 1: Network model for smart grid
4.1
3.2 Security Model
In our security model, CC and BGs are trusted by all parties in
the scheme, and infeasible for any adversary to compromise.
In speciﬁc, we consider the following security goals needed
to be achieved.
•

•

•

•

Privacy-preservation of electricity demand: The users’
electricity demand should not be disclosed to the unauthorized/untrusted entities. Even if an adversary A hacks
into the database of BGs and CC, it can also not identify
the contents of ciphertexts.
Conﬁdentiality: The electricity response messages should
be conﬁdential, i.e., if an adversary A captures the
response messages, it cannot identify the encrypted messages.
Authenticity and data integrity: BGs and HAN users
should be authenticated by CC and BGs, respectively.
Meanwhile, if an adversary A modiﬁes the electricity
demand, the malicious operations can be detected.
Forward secrecy of users’ session keys: It should be
ensured that the exposure of users’ session keys corresponding to a given time period does not enable an
adversary to decrypt any prior time period’ messages.
Speciﬁcally, if an adversary A compromises a HAN user,
A cannot get its previous electricity information. As a
result, the forward secrecy can be achieved.

Homomorphic Encryption

Homomorphic Encryption (HE) allows certain algebraic operations on the plaintext to be performed directly on the ciphertext. HE is usually used for privacy-preserving applications
(e.g. data aggregation, e-voting). In this paper, we adopt the
Paillier cryptosystem [13]. In the Paillier cryptosystem, the
public key is pk(N, g), and the corresponding private key is
sk(λ, μ). Let E(·), m, and r be the encryption function, a
message and a random number, respectively. The ciphertext is
c = E(m) = g m · rN mod N 2

(1)

The plaintext is
2

m = D(c) = L(cλ mod N ) · μ mod N

(2)

where the function L(x) = (x − 1)/N . Then, the additive
homomorphic property is as follows:
E(m1 ) · E(m2 ) = (g m1 · r1n )(g m2 · r2n ) mod n2
= g m1 +m2 · (r1 r2 )n mod n2
= E(m1 + m2 )

4.2

(3)

Bilinear Pairing

Let G and GT be two multiplicative cyclic groups of the same
prime order q, and P be a generator of group G. Suppose G
and GT are equipped with a pairing, i.e., a non-degenerated
and efﬁciently computable bilinear map e : G×G → GT such
that e(aP1 , bQ1 ) = e(P1 , Q1 )ab ∈ GT for all a, b ∈ Z∗q and
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any P1 , Q1 ∈ G. We refer to [21] for a more comprehensive
description of pairing technique, and complexity assumptions.
Deﬁnition 1: A bilinear parameter generator Gen is a probabilistic algorithm that takes a security parameter κ as input,
and outputs a 5-tuple (q, P, G, GT , e).
4.3 Identity-based signature
Identity-based signature is made of four algorithms that are
depicted as follows[22]:
• Setup: Private key generator (PKG) ﬁrst generates
(q, P, G, GT , e) by running Gen(κ). Then PKG chooses
a random s ∈ Z∗q as the master key and computes the
associated public key Ppub = sP . It also picks two
cryptographic hash functions of same domain and range
H1 ,H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Ġ. The system’s public parameters
are (q, P, G, GT , e, H1 , H2 )
• Keygen: Given an user’s identity ID, PKG computes
QID =H1 (ID) and the associated private key dID =sQID
that is transmitted to the user.
• Sign: In order to sign message M , the user picks a
random number r ∈ Z∗q , and computes U = rP
,V = dID + rH2 (ID, M, U ). The signature on M is
the pair σ =< U, V >.
• Verify: To verify a signature σ =< U, V > on a message
M for an identity ID, the veriﬁer accepts the signature
if e(P, V )=e(Ppub , H1 (ID))e(U, H2 (ID, M, U )) and rejects it otherwise.

5

PROPOSED EPPDR SCHEME

In this section, we propose the EPPDR scheme, which consists
of ﬁve phases: CC initialization, BAN initialization, demand
aggregation, demand processing and response, and key evolution.
5.1 CC Initialization

4

• Step-2: CC grants SKBGi to BGi through a secure
channel [21].
After receiving SKBGi , BGi can non-interactively share a
session key KBGi −CC with CC. BGi computes KBGi −CC =
H3 (e(SKBGi , H1 (IDCC ))), and CC computes KBGi −CC =
H3 (e(H1 (IDCC ||IDBGi ), PCC )). The correctness is shown
as follows:
KBGi −CC = H3 (e(SKBGi , H1 (IDCC )))
= H3 (e(αH1 (IDCC ||IDBGi ), H1 (IDCC )))
= H3 (e(H1 (IDCC ||IDBGi ), H1 (IDCC ))α ) (5)
= H3 (e(H1 (IDCC ||IDBGi ), αH1 (IDCC )))
= H3 (e(H1 (IDCC ||IDBGi ), PCC ))
5.2

BAN Initialization

BGi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) chooses a random number SBGi ∈ Z∗q
as its master key and computes
QBGi = SBGi P

(6)

PBGi = SBGi H1 (IDBGi )

(7)

and its private point

When a HAN user Uij (j = 1, 2, · · · , m) registers itself into
the BGi , BGi runs the following steps:
• Step-1: BGi computes the identity-based private key
SKUij = SBGi H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ), where IDBGi and IDUij
are the identity strings of BGi and Uij , respectively.
• Step-2: BGi grants SKUij to Uij through a secure channel
[21].
After receiving SKUij , Uij can non-interactively share
a session key KUij −BGi with BGi . Uij computes
KUij −BGi = H3 (e(SKUij , H1 (IDBGi ))), and BGi computes KUij −BGi = H3 (e(H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ), PBGi )). Similar to the equation (5), the correctness is shown as follows:
KUij −BGi = H3 (e(SKUij , H1 (IDBGi )))
= H3 (e(SBGi H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ), H1 (IDBGi )))

We assume a control center (CC) will bootstrap the whole
system. Speciﬁcally, given the security parameter κ, CC ﬁrst
generates the bilinear parameters (q, P, G, GT , e) by running
Gen(κ), and chooses one secure symmetric encryption algorithm Enc(), e.g., AES, and three secure cryptographic hash
functions H1 , H2 and H3 , where H1 , H2 : {0, 1}∗ → G and
H3 : GT → Z∗q . In addition, CC also chooses a random number α ∈ Z∗q , and computes Q = αP and PCC = αH1 (IDCC ),
where IDCC is the identity string of CC. CC also calculates
the homomorphic encryption’s public key (N, g), and the
corresponding private key (λ, μ). Finally, CC publishes the
system parameters as


pubs = q, P, G, GT , e, Q, H1 , H2 , H3 , N, g, Enc()
(4)

As shown in Fig. 2, each HAN user Uij ∈ BGi (i =
1, 2, · · · , n, j = 1, 2, · · · , m) uses the smart meter to collect
electricity demand dij , and performs the following steps:
• Step-1: Uij chooses a random number rij ∈ Z∗N and
computes:
N
CUij = g dij · rij
mod N 2
(9)

and keeps the master key (λ, μ, α, PCC ) secretly. When
BGi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) registers itself into the system, CC runs
the following steps:
• Step-1: CC computes the identity-based private key
SKBGi = αH1 (IDCC ||IDBGi ), where IDCC and IDBGi
are the identity strings of CC and BGi , respectively.

• Step-2: Uij uses the private key SKUij to make
an identity-based signature σUij on M , where M =
CUij ||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S, T S is the current timestamp. Firstly, Uij picks a random number rij ∈ Z∗q , and computes
U = rij P , V = SKUij + rij H2 (M, U ). The signature on
M is the pair σUij =< U, V >.

= H3 (e(H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ), H1 (IDBGi ))SBGi )
= H3 (e(H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ), SBGi H1 (IDBGi )))
= H3 (e(H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ), PBGi ))
(8)
5.3

Demand Aggregation
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U

BG

ij

ij

i

5.4

CC

i

Cij = E (dij )
M = CU || IDBG || IDU || TS
rij ∈ Z*q
U = rij P
V = SKU + rij H 2 ( M , U )
σ U =< U ,V >

5

As shown in Fig. 3, upon receiving n encrypted electricity
demand CBGi ||IDBGi ||IDCC ||T S||σBGi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n),
CC ﬁrst checks signature σBGi to verify its validity. CC
accepts the signature if the following equation holds.

ij

e(P, V  ) = e(Q, H1 (IDCC ||IDBGi ))e(U  , H2 (M  , U  ))
(13)

ij

ij

Demand Processing and Response

M

||

σU

ij

Checks

σU

Where M  = CBGi ||IDBGi ||IDCC ||T S. The correctness is
shown as follows:

, if it is valid,
ij

m

CBG = ∏ CU
i

j =1

e(P, V  ) = e(P, SKBGi + ri H2 (M  , U  ))
= e(P, SKBGi )e(P, ri H2 (M  , U  ))

ij

M ′ = CBG IDBG IDCC TS
ri′∈ Z*q
U ′ = rP
i′
V ′ = SK BG + rH
i′ 2 M ′ U ′
σ BG =< U ′ V ′ >
||

i

||

||

i

(

,

= e(P, αH1 (IDCC ||IDBGi ))e(ri P, H2 (M  , U  ))
= e(αP, H1 (IDCC ||IDBGi ))e(U  , H2 (M  , U  ))

)

i

,

i

M′

||

= e(Q, H1 (IDCC ||IDBGi ))e(U  , H2 (M  , U  ))
(14)

σ BG

i

After the validity checking, CC performs the following
steps to read the aggregated demand C, where C is implicitly
formed by

Fig. 2: Demand aggregation

• Step-3: Uij sends the encrypted electricity demand
CUij ||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S||σUij to the BGi .
After
receiving
encrypted
electricity
demand
CUij ||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S||σUij , BGi ﬁrst checks signature
σUij to verify its validity. BGi accepts the signature if the
following equation holds.
e(P, V ) = e(QBGi , H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ))e(U, H2 (M, U ))
(10)
where M = CUij ||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S. The correctness is
shown as follows:
e(P, V ) = e(P, SKUij + rij H2 (M, U ))

= e(SBGi P, H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ))e(U, H2 (M, U ))
= e(QBGi , H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ))e(U, H2 (M, U ))
(11)
After the validity checking, BGi performs the following steps
based on multiple received CUij (j = 1, · · · , m):
• Step-1: BGi computes the aggregated demand on
CUi1 , CUi2 , · · · , CUim as
m


CUij

=
=
=

i=1
n


CBGi
(

m


CUij )

i=1 j=1
n 
m


(

N
g dij · rij
mod N 2 )

i=1 j=1
n
m


(g

j=1

dij

·(

i=1

=g

n

m
i=1 (
j=1 dij )

m


j=1
n


·(

(12)

j=1

• Step-2: BGi uses the private key SKBGi to make
an identity-based signature σBGi on M  , where M  =
CBGi ||IDBGi ||IDCC ||T S, T S is the current timestamp.
Firstly, BGi picks a random number ri ∈ Z∗q , and computes
U  = ri P and V  = SKBGi + ri H2 (M  , U  ). The signature
on M  is the pair σBGi =< U  , V  >.
• Step-3: BGi
sends the aggregated result
CBGi ||IDBGi ||IDCC ||T S||σBGi to the CC.

(15)

rij )N mod N 2 )
(

m


i=1 j=1

= e(P, SKUij )e(P, rij H2 (M, U ))
= e(P, SBGi H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ))e(rij P, H2 (M, U ))

CBGi =

C=

n


rij ))N mod N 2

n m
• Step-1: By taking M =
i=1 (
j=1 dij ) and R =
n m
M
N
(
r
),
the
report
C
=
g
·
R
mod N 2 is still a
i=1
j=1 ij
ciphertext of Paillier Cryptosystem. Therefore,
can use the
nCC 
m
master key (λ, μ) to recover M as M = i=1 ( j=1 dij ).
Similarly,CC can recover BGi ’s aggregated electricity dem
mand as j=1 dij .
• Step-2:
After analyzingthe real-time electricity den 
m
m
mand
(
i=1
j=1 dij ) and
j=1 dij (i = 1, 2, · · · , n), CC generates the response message Si (0 < Si ≤ 1) for
BGi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n), respectively [3], where Si is a scale
coefﬁcient.
For example, the electricity demand from BGi
m
is j=1 dij =20000 kw/h, however, CC would like to provide
16000 kw/h considering
generation and the total
n the
electricity
m
electricity demand i=1 ( j=1 dij ). Then CC sets Si = 0.8.
If electricity consumption from BGi is more than 16000 kw/h,
the electricity tariff will be higher than before.
•
Step-3:
CC
sends
Ci ||IDCC ||IDBGi ||T S
to BGi (i
=
1, 2, · · · , n), respectively, where
Ci = EncKBGi −CC (Si ||IDCC ||IDBGi ||T S) and T S is
the current timestamp.
• Step-4: Upon receiving Ci ||IDCC ||IDBGi ||T S,
BGi decrypts Ci to get Si . Then BGi forwards
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U

BG

i

ij

Checks σ BG ,if it is valid,
decrypts the demand report.
Analyzes the demand report.
Then generates response message Si .
Ci = EncK ( Si || IDCC || IDBG || TS )
Ci IDCC IDBG TS
i

BGi −CC

i

||

||

||

i

Ci
Si
Cij = EncK
Si IDBG IDU TS
Decrypts

to get

U ij − BGi

(

.

||

i

||

ij

||

)

Cij IDBG IDU TS
||

||

i

||

ij

Decrypts C to get S .
Analyzes S .
Consumption.
ij

i

i

Fig. 3: Demand processing and response
Cij ||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S to the HAN user Uij , where
Cij = EncKUij −BGi (Si ||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S) and T S is the
current timestamp.
• Step-5: After receiving Cij ||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S, HAN
user Uij decrypts Cij to get Si . Then Uij analyzes Si and
determines to shift power use from peak times to non-peak
times for lower electricity bills [3].
5.5 Key evolution
Firstly, we extend the identity string ID to ID||d, where d
represents the expiry date. Note that the extension does not
inﬂuence the previous EPPDR scheme. For the HAN user Uij ,
the identity string IDUij ||d is only valid before the speciﬁed
expiry date d. After d, the corresponding private key SKUij ||d
is automatically revoked if a new private key is not generated
by BGi . If the unit of d is chosen as one day [20], the
lifetime of each private key is also that. As shown in Fig. 4,
the proposed key evolution mechanism is comprised of many
rounds. At the end of Roundi (i = 1, 2, · · · ), Roundi+1 ’s keys
will be generated by key evolution algorithm as described in
Fig. 5. The time interval of each round can be calculated
by the number of its keys. For instance, if the number of
Roundi+1 ’s keys is N , then the time interval of Roundi+1
is N days since the lifetime of each key is one day. Next,
we discuss the key evolution algorithm in detail. Speciﬁcally,
at the end of Roundi (i = 1, 2, · · · ), a HAN user Uij can
generate Roundi+1 ’s keys by performing the following steps:

Round 1

Round2

…...

Round m

Roundm+1

…...

t

0

Fig. 4: Proposed key evolution mechanism
• Step-1: According to the security and efﬁciency requirement, Uij chooses an integer lij as the number of evolving

private keys. For example, when the security level is more
important than efﬁciency, Uij can choose a small integer for
lij , e.g., lij = 5. On the other hand, when the efﬁciency is
more important than security level, Uij can choose a bigger
integer for lij , e.g., lij = 30. we will further show the results
in Section 7.
• Step-2: Uij sends Cij ||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S to BGi , where
Cij = EncKUij −BGi (lij ||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S) and T S is the
current timestamp.
• Step-3: After receiving Cij ||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S, BGi
ﬁrstly decrypts Cij to get lij with the session key KUij −BGi .
Then BGi checks whether lij < mij , where mij represents
the maximum number of private keys which BGi can assign
to Uij . if it does hold, BGi does nothing. Otherwise, BGi
lets lij = mij . And then BGi generates lij private keys as
SKUij ||(d+1) = SBGi H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ||(d + 1))
SKUij ||(d+2) = SBGi H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ||(d + 2))
···
SKUij ||(d+lij ) = SBGi H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ||(d + lij ))

(16)

The set of private keys is as follows:
ω = {SKUij ||(d+1) , SKUij ||(d+2) , · · · , SKUij ||(d+lij ) } (17)

• Step-4: BGi sends Cij
||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S to Uij , where
= EncKUij −BGi (ω||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S) and T S is the
current timestamp.

• Step-5: After receiving Cij
||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S to Uij ,
Uij ﬁrstly recovers ω with the session key KUij −BGi . Then
Uij deletes previous session and processing information and
stores ω secretly. Thus, the secure private key evolution is
achieved.
• Step-6: On the date d + a(a = 1, · · · , lij ), Uij ﬁrstly deletes the previous private key. Then Uij can noninteractively share a new session key KU ij −BGi with BGi .
Uij computes

Cij

KU ij −BGi = H3 (e(SKUij ||(d+a) , H1 (IDBGi )))

(18)
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And BGi computes
KU ij −BGi

= H3 (e(H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ||(d + a)), PBGi ))
(19)
The correctness is shown as follows:
KU ij −BGi = H3 (e(SKUij ||(d+a) , H1 (IDBGi )))
= H3 (e(H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ||(d + a)), H1 (IDBGi ))SBGi )
= H3 (e(H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ||(d + a)), PBGi ))
(20)
After that, Uij deletes the previous session key KUij −BGi .
Thus, even if an adversary A compromises Uij , it cannot get
any previous session key. Therefore, the forward secrecy of
session key is achieved.
U

BG

ij

i

Determines lij
M = lij || IDBGi || IDUij || TS
Cij = Enc KUij − BGi ( M )

Cij IDBG IDU TS
||

||

i

||

ij

Cij′ IDBG IDU TS
||

||

i

Decrypts Cij to get lij .
Checks whether lij < mij .
If it does hold, does nothings,
else lets lij = mij .
Generates lij keys,denoted by ω .
M = ω || IDBGi || IDUij || TS
Cij′ = Enc KUij − BGi ( M )
Deletes the previous information.

||

ij

Decrypts C ′ to get ω .
Stores ω sercetly.
Deletes the previous information.
ij

Computes the new session key
KU′ − BG = H (e( SKU d + a , H ( IDBG )))
Deletes KU − BG .
ij

3

i

ij

||(

i

)

1

i

KU′

ij

− BGi

Computes the new session key
= H 3 ( H1 ( IDBG || IDU || ( d + a), PBG )))
Deletes KU − BG .
i

ij

i

ij

i

Fig. 5: Key evolution algorithm

6

SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security properties of the
proposed EPPDR scheme. Especially, following the security
model discussed earlier, we are most concerned with how
EPPDR can achieve the privacy-preservation of electricity demand, the source authentication and data integrity of electricity
demand, and the conﬁdentiality of response messages, the
forward secrecy of users’ session keys, and the evolution of
users’ private keys,
6.1 EPPDR provides the privacy-preservation of
electricity demand
In the proposed EPPDR scheme, since HAN user’s electricity
demand is a homomorphic encryption cipthertext [13], an
adversary A cannot identify the corresponding electricity
demand even though A eavesdrops the ciphertext. Moreover, since BGi only aggregates and does not decrypt the

electricity demands, A cannot get the electricity demand
even if A compromises the BGi ’s 
database.
mFinally, Cn
C
recovers
the
aggregated
demands
(
ij ) and
i=1
m
n j=1dm
d
(i
=
1,
2,
·
·
·
,
n).
However,
since
(
ij
j=1
i=1
j=1 dij )
m
d
(i
=
1,
2,
·
·
·
,
n)
are
all
aggregated
results,
and
ij
j=1
even if A intrudes the CC’s database, A still cannot get the
each HAN user’s electricity demand. Therefore, the proposed
EPPDR scheme preserves the electricity demand privacy.
6.2 EPPDR provides the source authentication and
data integrity of electricity demand, and the conﬁdentiality of response messages
In the proposed EPPDR scheme, as mentioned in Section
5.3, each HAN user’s electricity demand and the aggregated
demand are signed by the identity-based signature [22]. Since
the signature is provably secure in the random oracle model
[22], the source authentication and data integrity of electricity
demand can be guaranteed. In addition, note that the HAN user
Uij ’s private key SKUij = SBGi H1 (IDBGi ||IDUij ), namely
SKUij is bound to BGi . Thus, BGi can identify whether a
HAN user belongs to its administration domain. As mentioned
in equation (10), a HAN user cannot pass the signature
veriﬁcation if it is not in BGi ’s administration domain. On the
other hand, in the proposed EPPDR scheme, when CC sends
the response messages to BGi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n), CC encrypts
them as Ci = EncKBGi −CC (Si ||IDCC ||IDBGi ||T S). Then,
BGi forwards the response messages to Uij (j = 1, 2, · · · , m)
in the form of Cij = EncKUij −BGi (Si ||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S).
Since Ci and Cij are encrypted by AES [23], the conﬁdentiality of response messages can be guaranteed.
6.3 EPPDR provides the forward secrecy of users’
session keys
In the proposed EPPDR scheme, the conﬁdentiality of communication between HAN user and BG is achieved based on the
secure session key. In the key evolution phase, after computing
the new session key KU ij −BGi , Uij deletes the previous
session key KUij −BGi . As a result, even if A compromises
the HAN users Uij , A cannot get any previous session key.
Moreover, A cannot compute any previous session key as
mentioned in equation (18) since the corresponding private
key has been deleted. Therefore, the forward secrecy of users’
session keys is achieved in the proposed EPPDR scheme.
Furthermore, we analyze the information leakage in both
scheme without forward secrecy (denoted by NFS) and that
with forward secrecy (denoted by FS). The information leakage happens when the encrypted messages are decrypted by
an unauthorized adversary [24]. The number of information
leakage can be calculated by the time interval in which the
encrypted messages cannot be guaranteed to be conﬁdential.
As shown in Fig. 6, t0 and t1 represent the times when
Uij is compromised and when the system detects the attack
and revokes Uij , respectively. Tc represents the time interval
between t = 0 and t = t0 . Xi and Td represent the time
interval of Roundi and the time delay of system detection,
respectively. In probability theory and statistics, the Poisson
distribution is a discrete probability distribution that expresses
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Tc

Td
t0

Round1

0

X1

Round2

…...

X2

t1

Roundm

Xm

Roundm+1

X m+1

…...

t

t0 : the compromised time of U ij
t1 : the revocation time of U ij
Tc : the time interval between t = 0 and t = t0
Td : the time delay of system detection
X i (i = 1, 2,) : the time interval of Round i

Fig. 6: Information leakage model
The comparison of the number of information leakage
between FS and NFS is shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that
FS signiﬁcantly reduces the number of information leakage
compared with NFS. In addition, it is observed that when λd
is constant, the number of information leakage increases with
the increased λx . For example, when λd = 5 and λx = 10,
as shown in Fig. 7a, the number of information leakage is
in the interval [5,15]. However, when λd = 5 and λx = 20,
as shown in Fig. 7c, the number of information leakage is
in the interval [5,25]. Note that λx represents the intensity of
Xi , where Xi is the time interval of Roundi . As mentioned
in Section 5.5, Xi can be controlled by mij since mij is
the upper bound of Xi . When mij is set small enough, Xi
is also. Further λx is also since λx is the average value of
Xi (i = 1, 2, · · · ) [25]. Thus, the small λx enables the number
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(a) λx =10 and λd =5
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(c) λx =20 and λd =5

20
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Time (day)
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(b) λx =10 and λd =10
Number of Information leakage(day)

Number of Information leakage(day)

the probability of a given number of events occurring in a
ﬁxed interval of time and/or space if these events occur with an
average rate and independently of the time since the last event
[25]. Note that Xi and Td can be seen as the discrete events in
the visual spaces ”the time interval of Roundi ” and ”the time
delay of system detection”, respectively. And ”the time interval
of Roundi ” and ”the time delay of system detection” both
occur with an average rate and independently of the time since
the last event. Therefore, we can model that Xi and Td follow
the Poisson distribution with intensity λx and λd , respectively,
e−λx λk
e−λd λk
then P (Xi = k) = k! x and P (Td = k) = k! d . Next,
we discuss the number of information leakage in both NFS
and FS. For NFS, all messages encrypted before t = t1 can
be decrypted since the session key has not been evolved since
t = 0. Thus, the number of information leakage for NFS is
Tc + λd . In comparison, for FS, since a user Uij only stores
the current round’s keys and has deleted the previous rounds’
keys, the previous rounds’ messages cannot be decrypted even
if Uij is compromised. Therefore, in the worst case of FS
when t0 is at the end of Roundi (i = 1, 2, · · · ), an adversary
can decrypt the messages encrypted in both Roundi and the
following λd time interval. Thus, the number of information
leakage is λx + λd (t0 ≥ X1 ). And in the best case of FS
when t0 is at the beginning of a round, an adversary only
can decrypt the messages encrypted in the following λd time
interval. Thus, the number of information leakage is λd .

Number of information leakage (day)
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Fig. 7: Comparison of the number of information leakage

of information leakage to be low. In comparison, when mij
is set bigger, Xi and λx can be relatively increased, thereby
make the number of information leakage high. Therefore, in
our key evolution technique, when mij is set relatively bigger
when the evolution of session keys and private keys is sparse,
the number of information leakage is higher. As a result, the
security level is degraded. On the other hand, when mij is
set smaller when the evolution of session keys and private
keys is frequent, the number of information leakage can be
decreased and the security level can be upgraded. However,
the smaller mij will lead to heavy communication overhead.
We will discuss that in Section 7.2.
6.4 EPPDR provides the evolution of users’ private
keys
In the key evolution phase, Uij ﬁrstly sends lij to BGi by
the symmetric encryption algorithm. Then according to lij
provided by Uij , BGi generates the set of private keys ω and
further sends ω to Uij by the symmetric encryption algorithm.
Thus, even if an adversary A eavesdrops the communication
between BGi and Uij , it cannot get any information about ω.
On the other hand, even if an adversary A compromises any
previous private key, it cannot deduce current or future private
keys since the discrete logarithm problem ensures the private
keys’ security [21]. Therefore, the secure private key evolution
of user is achieved in the proposed EPPDR scheme.
Finally, we present the comparison results of security level
in Table 1. It can be seen that the scheme [10] only achieves
the conﬁdentiality, the scheme [16] achieves conﬁdentiality
and data integrity, the scheme [11] achieves conﬁdentiality,
data integrity and authenticity, and the scheme [12] achieves
conﬁdentiality, data integrity, authenticity, forward secrecy.
The proposed EPPDR scheme achieves additional private key
evolution compared with the scheme [12].
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TABLE 1: Comparison of Security Level

1000
EPPDR
Scheme[12]

Conﬁdentiality
Authenticity
Data integrity
Forward secrecy
Private key evolution

7

[16]
√
√

[11]
√
√
√

[12]
√
√
√
√

EPPDR
√
√
√
√
√

Computation overhead (ms)

900

[10]
√

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
0

In this section, we evaluate the computation and communication overheads of the session key evolution between user Uij
and BGi in both EPPDR and the scheme [12].
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Fig. 8: Comparison of computation overhead

7.1 Computation Overhead
7.2
Compared to exponentiation operations in G, pairing operations and RSA encryption/decryption, the computation overhead of AES encryption/decryption and hash operations are
negligible[26]. In EPPDR, as described in Section 5.5, BGi
computes lij new private keys and lij new session keys with
lij multiplication operations in G and lij pairing operations,
respectively. Uij computes the new session keys with lij
pairing operations. Note that the above computation overhead
is constant even if mij varies. Therefore, in this section,
we do not consider the variants of EPPDR with different
mij . We will discuss the balance between the communication
efﬁciency and security level in the Section 7.2. Denote the
computation overhead of a multiplication operation in G and
a pairing operation by Cm and Cp , respectively. Thus, the total
computation overhead is lij ∗ Cm + 2lij ∗ Cp . In comparison,
in the scheme [12], for evolving each session key, it requires 1
RSA encryption for HAN user i to generate the request packet.
After receiving the ciphertext from HAN user i, BG j decrypts
the request packet including 1 RSA decryption and computes
the new session key with 1 exponentiation operation in Z∗q . In
addition, BG j sends an encrypted response message including
1 RSA encryption. Then HAN user i decrypts the response
message with 1 RSA decryption and computes the new session
key including 1 exponentiation operation in Z∗q . Denote the
computation overhead of an exponentiation operation in Z∗q ,
a RSA encryption and a RSA decryption by Ce , RSAe and
RSAd , respectively. Thus, the total computation overhead for
evolving a session key is 2∗(Ce +RSAe +RSAd ). Therefore,
the total computation overhead for evolving lij session keys
is 2 ∗ lij ∗ (Ce + RSAe + RSAd ).
Experiments were conducted on a 3.0GHz-processor, 1GB
memory computing machine with MIRACL [27] and Pbc [28]
libraries to study the execution time. For G over the FST
curve, a single multiplication operation costs 1.1 ms and the
corresponding paring operation costs 3.1 ms. Meantime, a
1024-RSA decryption and a 1024-RSA encryption cost 3.88ms and 0.02ms, respectively. An exponentiation operation in
Z∗q (|q| = 1024) costs 0.64ms. The comparison of computation
overhead is shown in Fig.8. We can see that EPPDR achieves
lower execution times compared to the scheme [12].

Communication Overhead

In the scheme [12], for evolving each session key, HAN
user i ﬁrst sends a RSA ciphtertext to BG j in the form of {i||j||g a }{encr}P ubBAN GWj . Then BAN GW j responds a RSA ciphertext to HAN user i in the form of {i||j||g a ||g b }{encr}P ubHAN GWi . Finally, HAN user
i sends an AES ciphertext to BG j in the form of
{Mi ||Ti ||HM ACKi }{encr}Ki . The overall communication
overhead consists of two RSA ciphertexts and one AES ciphertext. Thus, the overall communication overhead is 2 ∗ 1024 +
256 = 2304 bits if we choose 1024-bit RSA and 256-bit AES.
Therefore, the total communication overhead for evolving lij
session keys is 2304∗lij bits. In comparison, in EPPDR, for evolving lij session keys, Uij ﬁrstly sends message to BGi . The
message is in the form of CUij ||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S, where
CUij = EncKUij −BGi (lij ||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S). If we choose
AES ciphertext with 256-bit and set |BGi | + |Uij | + |T S| as
80-bit length, the whole message size is 256 + 80 = 336
bits. Then, BGi checks if lij < mij , if it does hold,
BGi does nothing else lets lij = mij . And then BGi

responds a message in the form of Cij
||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S

to Uij , where Cij = EncKUij −BGi (ω||IDBGi ||IDUij ||T S),
ω = {SKUij ||(d+1) , SKUij ||(d+2) , · · · , SKUij ||(d+lij ) }. If we
choose G with 160-bit order and use point compression
technique [29], the element in G is roughly 161-bit. If we

choose AES ciphertext with 256-bit, Cij
should be generated
based on the 256-bit block encryption [23]. Thus, the size

of Cij
is (161 ∗ M in(lij , mij ) + 80)/256 ∗ 256 bits, where
M in(lij , mij ) is the minimum between lij and mij . Note that
for evolving lij session keys, the whole evolving process will
be run lij /mij  times. So the total communication overhead
is lij /mij ((161∗M in(lij , mij )+80)/256∗256+80+336)
bits.
Fig. 9 shows the communication overhead for different number of evolving session keys. When the number of evolving
session keys is small, the communication overhead is low in
both EPPDR and the scheme [12]. Then the communication
overhead increases with the increased number of keys. However, it should be noted that the increase is much faster in
the case of the scheme [12]. EPPDR signiﬁcantly reduces the
communication overhead for the session key evolution. On the
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other hand, among three variants of EPPDR with different mij ,
the communication overhead decreases with the increased mij
since the bigger mij reduces the frequency of key evolution.
However, as mentioned in Section 6.3, when mij is increased,
the number of information leakage is also increased and the
security level is degraded. In our proposed EPPDR scheme,
as mentioned in Section 5.5, BGi can adaptively adjust mij
to balance the trade-off between the communication efﬁciency
and security level.
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Fig. 9: Comparison of communication overhead
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C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed an efﬁcient privacy-preserving
demand response (EPPDR) scheme with adaptive key evolution. It realizes secure and efﬁcient electricity demand aggregation and response based on the homomorphic encryption and the key evolution techniques. Security analysis has
demonstrated that EPPDR can achieve privacy-preservation of
electricity demand, forward secrecy of users’ session keys,
evolution of users’ private keys. Performance evaluation further demonstrates its efﬁciency in terms of computation and
communication overhead. In addition, EPPDR can adaptively
control the key evolution to balance the trade-off between the
communication efﬁciency and security level
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